ABSTRACT

The diploma thesis called „Cyber – bullying in Society“ deals with this phenomenon and there I also mentioned its related problems such as cyberstalking, luring, video clips, where aggressors torture their victims. My aim is to inform the public with this topical phenomenon. I focus on its types, who the attacker is in these forms of bullying and who becomes a victim. Additionally, I describe the divisor of cyber-aggressors, the effects on cyber-bullying victims and how the victims can be helped. In the practical part I analyze a case study of a girl, who I met and who became a cyber-bullying victim. I also describe the offender of this crime, I try to define with the help of a professional the investigation and subsequent capture of the cyber-aggressor by Czech police. Furthermore, I analyze the specific development of cyber-bullying in a second case and steps taken by the girl’s school in order to capture cyber-aggressors and subsequently punish them.

From the analysis case studies I learned that she was tiny and at last kyberšikanována girl Hana (14), pupil one Prague ZŠ. The girl was in school the new, because she's out of the original school, to which she didn't like and she was in her bad favor. The girl came from adverse family environment, in which she lived with her mother, stepfather and younger sister.

Hana was in school tiny boy radimem, who visited same basic school just go to class of the year higher than Hana. Do Hannah you in school for harassment looked out for that reason, that was a girl a new and she could tell him his mind and I together they exchanged a few verbal insults, he probably didn't like too much. Radim comes from a rich family, where he has no position, and his parents, his leave. Often at the school with each other notes through its problem behavior, where he's hurting other school pupils. The radimovo behavior came complain hanina mother, because she learned the harassment her daughter, because it to her Hana she said. Hana's mother went complain directly to the Director school. The director ZŠ radimovi prohibit walk on breaks to other classes. In the to Radim respond that, he began do Hannah kyberšikanovat through social network through other girls, that Hannah writing threatening messages through facebook. The mapping capture kyberagresora police Czech Republic, department information crime I found out, that there was a procedure in which the Czech police work for the capture kyberagresora
and that the kyberšikanou deal with. They can find an anonymous kyberpachatele
and subsequently punish him properly. The mapping kyberšikany development in the
second case showed that the very school is able kyberšikanu resolve and
subsequently perpetrators and save the punishment.